TRAVEL,  ADVENTURE & SPORT
The Voyage of the "Girl Pat"
ftig the early summer of 1936 the whole world was amazed and gasped at
the daring of Skipper Orsbonie and his crew.     The story presented an
amazing epic of sheer adventure which will go down in history as a great
Saga of the Sea.
Sensation follows sensation in Ibis vxtraordltiary story hi which the Skipper
fells how^ ivtth only a sixpenny alias for char I and a match-stick for sextant,
he and his crew sailed across the ^Atlantic.
The tale of how they bluffed an agent io secure repairs and fuel and even hand-
some tips for themselves^ how they ran aground and starved^ played the mandolin
with sharks as an audiencep, /> a stupendous one unparalleled in i/s sheer daring
am! gallant pluck. Their adventures are legion, bill I he re is laughter mingled
with the anguish of these stirring pages.
"Demy.    17 illustrations.    81. 6J,
by
SKIPPER ORSBORNE
An African  Travel Book
M
r. Patrick "Balfour is no ordinary traveller, for, as "Society Kacket"
proved, he has a profound knowledge of human nature and is yet able to
write racily about it.    PL's abili/y to write awtisingly and 'intelligently mil
be once again proved with this new African book.
Large Dewy,    Ahottt 20 illustrations*   izs. 6d,
by
PATRICK BALFOUR
Author of Society \\ackcty Grand Tour
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Ciicketless Days
H
ire is no ordinary book telling the secret of So-and-so's bowling or a dry
commentary of day-by-day cricket in Australia) but a book with more
general interest., and written from the picturesque and social9 rather than
the technical^ aspect.	Crown %vo.   About 16 illustrations.    6s,
by
BRUCE HARRIS
My Escape from Germany
T
he author., a German^ was put in prison for writing articles about Jewish
persecution*   He was released,, but bis passport and papers were taken
from him.    This extraordinarily book describes his amazing adventures
and experiences in escaping from Germany and travelling to Hngland.
Demy.    8x. 6d*
by
WILLI MELCHERT

